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Abstract. In this paper we propose a new term - accident rate function. Such 

term gave a possibility to provide the quantative assessment for operational 

safety in the fault tolerant systems with high responsiblity purposes. 

Moreover, we propose a binary structural automata model. Using the proposed 

binary structural automata model in the ASNA software, we provide a 

possibility to build models of the fault tolerant systems in the form of a graph of 

states and transitions, in an automatic way. Obtained graph of states and 

transitions is used to define the accident rate function. 

The authenticity of the emergency rate function is confirmed by the 

coincidence of two calculated values. One value is obtained based on accident 

rate function at determined time interval and the other value is the probability of 

minimal cut sets obtained based on fault tree at a similar time interval. Using 

the ASNA software to get the accident rate function and the usage of new 

methodology of forming the accident rate function from the subarray of non-

functioning states makes the process of obtaining the results in an automatic 

way. As a result, the proposed approach gives a possibility to perform 

multivariant analysis of functional safety for the systems with high 

responsibility purpose. 

Keywords: Safety Analysis, Reliability Model, Fault-Tolerant System. 

1 Introduction 

If the high quality of critical system functioning is required, then the required level of 

its reliability must be ensured. There are such critical systems as a control system for 

transport vehicles (aviation, railway, marine transport), a control system with power 

objects (nuclear, thermal, hydroenergetics), military-oriented systems, medical 

systems. For such systems, the most determined property is the pre-defined level of 

functional safety. Functional safety is the property of the system and it determines 

whether the system or the system submodule fails, and if it does, then the system 

switches to the state in which there are not any harmful consequences for humans or 

environment or dependant systems/submodules [1 - 3]. 

An assesment of functional safety of exploitation of the critical systems is carried 
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out using the following analyses - Failure Mode, Effects and Criticality Analysis 

(FMECA), Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) and Even Tree Analysis (ETA). As a result, we 

obtain the values of the exploitation risk. The proper values are set according to 

international standards [1, 2, 20]. In case of exceeding maximum legitimate value, it 

is necessary to provide some corrective actions to decrease it. 

For the functional safety, the main value of risk exploitation is a probability of the 

minimum cut sets (MCS). The minimum cut set is the smallest combination of events 

called “element failed”, which results in failure of the whole system. If one of the 

“element failed” events is removed from MCS, the system failure is impossible [4 - 

6]. The analysis of MCS gives a possibility to present the most vulnerable elements of 

the system. As a result, the functional safety of the whole system can increase if the 

safety of only the most critical (vulnerable) elements of the system expands. 

Based on the literature review of functional safety assesment, we may assume that 

a basic methodology (as an instrument) is a Fault Tree Analysis. The improvements 

of MCS determination methodology based on FTA are shown in the papers [9, 10, 11, 

12, 14]. Methods of time decreasing for MCS determination using FTA, and the 

methods of calculation probabilities are shown in the publications [7, 8, 13, 15]. It can 

be seen that in FTA the tree building is the largest and the most time-consuming 

operation. Therefore, this operation requires a considerable skill from a designer.  

The main use of FTA is acceptable only when you need to analyse the functional 

safety of complex systems only once. But FTA usage is not applicable on the design 

stage, when it is necessary to execute the functional safety assesment for each 

proposed variant of the system. The question is about the synthesis of the system with 

required level of functional safety. 

The functional safety assesment, based on the Markov model for the complex 

system, is shown in the papers [16, 17]. In a monography [16], the approach is 

developed to obtain the MCS from the graph of the states and transitions. This 

approach is intended to be used for the analysis of the systems where its model has a 

large dimension (count with the number of states more than a million). The method of 

simplification of the graph of the states and transitions was used as a basis for the 

proposed approach. The simplification has a rule to unite the “similar” states. In the 

article [17], the approach of safety assessment using the Markov model is presented. 

As the safety index, the Mean Time Until Failure is used. 

Development of the fault tolerant system of the responsibility purpose with the pre-

defined level of functional safety on the design stage foresees tackling the task of 

synthesis of functionality and reliability. Such tasks can be solved with the analysis of 

many expedient variants of the system. To solve such task, the designer must have a 

methodology based on which he can determine the functional safety for lots of system 

variants in a limited interval of time. 

2 Accident rate function for fault tolerant system  

For the safety assessment of fault-tolerant systems, the MCS are used. The MCS are 

presented as logical functions [18, 19]. Note that obtained MCS using the fault tree 
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are point-based and these MCS represent the specific value for the time of operation. 

For the designer of the fault tolerant system, it is useful to have the dependence of the 

MCS occurrence probability value and the change of the time of operation. To obtain 

such a characteristic, many fault trees must be developed, since the fault tree is 

constructed for given operating time. 

Using the model of the fault tolerant system in the form of the graph of the states 

and transitions opens up the possibility to determine the MCS occurence probability 

for any value of the time of operation [22]. 

The time spent on developing complex system model in the form of the fault tree is 

comperative to the development of the graph of states and transitions [22]. However, 

if the building of the state graph is automated [3], then it is possible to determine the 

MCS occurrence probability, depending (as a function) on the time of operation of the 

system which is under investigation. We propose to name this function as an 

"accident rate" function. 

Accident rate function (ARF) is dependence on the time of operation (observation), 

and the probability of the system in the failure state, which leads to an accident. For 

example, the value of the accident rate is defined as the sum of the probabilities of 

staying in safe non-functioning states, critical and/or catastrophic states. The 

transitions between these states show the trajectory of the transition (evolution) of the 

system from the insignificant failure to failure. Moreover, the less transitions from a 

failure safe state to a catastrophic one occur, the lower level of the functional safety 

system has. And therefore, there are fewer opportunities to avoid an accident. 

According to the results of the provided research for the accident rate function, the 

following properties are established: 

1) For a particular system, the number of accident rate functions QA (t) equals to 

the minimum cut sets (MCS) for an accident. 

2) The value of the accident rate function at a specific moment of time is equal to 

the probability of the appearance of the minimum cut set, which is obtained using the 

fault tree for the same time period. 

3) The probability of occurrence of an accident rate situation QAC (t) at a given 

interval of time is determined by the following formula: 

1

( ) 1 [1 ( )]
k

AC Ai

i

Q t Q t


                    (1) 

where QAі(t) ‒ i-accident rate function, 

k ‒ a number of accident rate functions. 

The methodology of determining the accident rate function is shown in the section 

below. 

3 Creation of the mask to select the non-functioning states 

which form the accident rate function  

To get the formula of the accident rate function, we need to define the space of 

non-functioning states. These non-functioning states cause the accident situation. 

Because some non-functioning states could be in the different ARF, it is required to 
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have the means to define their identification. As such means, we propose to use the 

mask of the accident rate situation. 

The accident rate mask is a logical function, formed from the components of the 

vector states, the transition into a non-functioning state which is necessary and there 

is a sufficient condition to make the accident situation occur. The accident rate mask 

is obtained from "Condition of fault of the fault tolerant sytem fail" by minimizing it 

under the rules of algebra of logic. 

The accident rate mask has the following properties: 

If the logical expression, which describes the accident situation, consists of 

components of the vector states (VS), united only by the operator "AND", then for the 

research object there is one accidental function: 

 (Vg=0)(Vh=0)…  (Vk=0) 

If the logical expression, which describes the accident situation, consists of groups 

of components united by the operator "OR", and in each of the groups, the VS 

components are combined only by the operator "AND", then the z-functions of the 

accident rate are inherent in the object of the investigation:  

 ((Vm=0)(Vn=0) …(Vq=0)) ….. ((Vs=0)(Vt=0)… (Vy=0)) 

For instance, if as a result of minimization for the "Condition of fault the fault 

tolerant sytem fail" the following function was obtained and it consists of three 

groups of the MCS components which are combined by the OR  logical operator: 

 ((V1=0)∧(V2=0)∧(V4=0))∨((V2=0)∧(V5=0))∨((V1=0)∧(V5=0)), 

then in this case, there are three accident rate functions. The first function of the 

accident rate is formed by non-functioning states of the system in which the 1st, the 

2nd and the 4th modules fail. The second ARF forms non-functioning states of the 

system, in which the 2nd and the 5th modules fail, and the third one - the non-

functioning states of the system in which the 1st and the 5th modules are non-

functioning 

Based on the obtained masks, using the special algorithm, which is given below, 

the ARF is formed. 

4 Algorithm to form the accident rate functions from the sub 

Space of Non-Functioning States 

The algorithm of the ARF formation consists of two stages. At the first stage, the 

groups of all the states are determined based on the mask of an accident rate which 

correspond to a specific ARF. At the second stage - the expressions are formed to 

calculate the quantitative value of ARF, from the selected states. 

4.1 Stage I: Defining the groups of the states which correspond to each 

accident rate function 

All the states are selected, in which the VS components correspond to the mask of the 

accident rate equal to zero. If the mask of the accident rate has several components 

integrated by the logical OR operator, then there will be ARFs, and there will be the 

selected group of states for each of them. 
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The input data for the algorithm is a set of non-functioning states, that are obtained 

using a binary structural automata model (SAM). 

When developing the algorithm for automated determination of ARF , the 

following assumptions were adopted: 

• at least one ARF is inherent to the system; 

• a catastrophic state (CS) is the state of the fault system with high responsibility 

purpose (FSHRP), which creates an accident rate on the object of its (use); 

• the accident rate function of the system is determined by a set of states, in which 

the system enters the path to the fault (accident). If at least one VS component, which 

is zero, in all these states has given the value of one (to be put into functioning 

condition), then the creation of an accidental situation will not be due to the FSHRP. 

For a compact (algorithmic) description of the developed method, the following 

abbreviations are used: 

n – a pointer to the ordinal number of the ARF. 

i, j - indicators of the ordinal number of the VS components. 

CSC - a counter for the number of components in an accident rate mask (the 

number of expressions separated by operators OR). 

ECC – an external cycle counter. 

ICC - an internal cycle counter. 

CNCVS - a constant number of components of the vector state. 

CNC - a counter of the number of VS components in the accident rate mask. 

ZCn - a zero counter; this counter for ARF, with ordinal number n the number of 

VS components which value equals to zero. 

ARFC - ARF counter. 

ARMC - the mask of an accident rate component. 

AARF - an array of ARFs. 

SE - a sign of equality. 

SARF - a sign of ARF. 

Vсn [i] - the value of the i-th state vector of the mask component of the accident 

situation with the ordinal number n. 

To find ARF, it is necessary to sort the obtained array of non-functioning system 

states on the basis of the smallest number of events which led to the accident rate of 

the system with the minimum number of VS components equal to zero. They are non-

functioning states, in which the transition was made directly from functioning state. 

As a rule, they are non-functioning safe states. On the basis of the sorted array of non-

functioning system states in accordance with the mask component of an accident rate, 

there are the system states which serve to form the specific ARF. As a result, the array 

of ARF is obtained.  

The first step of this phase is to create a matrix which will consist of three columns 

– in the first column the ordinal number of the mask of accident rate component is 

written – N, in the second one – VS component is written using comma which 
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corresponds to the first component of accident rate mask and its value, in the third one 

– the value of zero counter – especially the number of zeros of VS component in their 

respective VS (ZC). 

ARF sorting procedure 

The sorting procedure is performed in two embedded cycles – external and internal 

ones – by comparing two adjacent components of the accident rate mask, and 

involves the execution of the following steps. 

The input data: 

ECC - an external cycle counter which is assigned with the value of a number of 

components of the accident rate mask. 

ICC = (ECC - 1) 

n – a pointer to the ordinal number of  mask component of an accident rate. 

(n+1) – a pointer to the next ordinal number of mask component of an accident rate 

(of an accident rate) 

Step 1. n=1 is assigned to the pointer to the ordinal number of  mask component of 

an accident rate system; a pointer to the next ordinal number receives the value 

(n+1)=2, the unit is subtracted from the counter of an external cycle ECC, -ECC = 

ECC-1; Then you should check the condition whether ECC equals to zero: 

If ECC = 0, it means that the sorting procedure of the mask components of an 

accident rate is considered to be completed. As a result of such procedure, the matrix 

of mask components of an accident rate is obtained where they are sorted according to 

the number of VS components which value equals to zero. So, at the beginning the 

states with the smallest number of VS components which value equals to zero will be 

introduced. 

If ECC > 0, it means that the sorting procedure of the mask components of an 

accident rate continues and it is necessary to proceed to step 2. 

Step 2. At this stage the counter of ZCn zeros with the number n is compared to the 

counter of ZC(n+1) zeros with the number (n+1). 

If the value of the counter of ZCn zeros with the ordinal number n is bigger than 

the value of the counter of ZC(n+1) MCS with the ordinal number (n+1), then these VS 

must be swapped; then it is necessary to reduce the counter of an internal cycle ICC = 

ICC - 1 and proceed to step 3.  

Note. In the matrix the mask component of an accident rate of ordinal numbers 

should not be changed, only mask components should be swapped which means to 

swap VS. 

If the value of the zero counter  in the mask component of an accident rate ZCn 

with the ordinal number n is smaller or equals to the value of the zero counter of 

ZC(n+1) component with the ordinal number (n+1), which means that these 

components are not swapped; Then it is necessary to reduce the counter of internal 

cycle ICC = ICC-1 and proceed to step 3. 

Step 3. At this stage it is necessary to increase the pointer to the ordinal number of 
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the mask component of an accident rate adding one n = n + 1 and the next pointer to 

the ordinal mask component (n+1) = (n+1) + 1. It is also necessary to check whether 

the value of counter of internal cycles does not equal to zero: 

If ICC > 0, it means that not all adjacent mask components of an accident rate 

were compared, so it is necessary to proceed to step 2; 

If ICC = 0, it means that all adjacent mask components of an accident rate were 

compared, so it is necessary to proceed to step 1; 

As a result of moving mask components of an accident rate in the matrix, the 

sorted matrix of these components is obtained.  The sorting was based on the value of 

the number of zeros in MCS. In the first line of the obtained matrix, there will be VS 

with the smallest number of zeros which corresponds to the mask component of an 

accident rate. Then there will be the mask component with the same or bigger number 

of VS components which equals to zero and until all the states are selected, which 

value of VS components corresponds to the accident rate mask.  

Method of determining the accident rate functions 

Method of determining ARF uses the following procedures: to find ARF and to 

compare the mask component of an accident rate. The process of finding ARF takes 

place in several embedded cycles – the general cycle of finding ARF and the internal 

cycles of the comparing procedure of mask components of an accident rate. 

The input data: 

CNC – the value of a number of mask components of an accident rate is assigned; 

ARFC – zero is assigned to ARF counter ARFC = 0; 

j- pointers to the serial VS component; 

n- a pointer to the ordinal number of CCn; 

SE - a sign of equality. 

SARF - a counter of ARF sign. 

Step 1 . The pointer to the ordinal number of mask component of an accident rate 

obtains the value of the number of components in a mask minus a unit – n = CNCVS 

and it is necessary to proceed to step 2. 

Step 2. The pointer to the ordinal VS component obtains the first value and the 

counter of ARF sign obtains the value of the pointer to the ordinal number CC – j=1; 

SAFR=n. It is necessary to proceed to step 3. 

Step 3. At this stage it is necessary to use the comparison procedure of mask 

comparison of an accident rate (MCAR). The input data will be the following ones: n- 

the pointer to the ordinal number ON and j – the pointer to the ordinal VS component. 

After MCAR execution it is necessary to check the sign of equality SE: 

If after the MCAR execution the sign of equality will equal to zero SE=0, it means 

that the counter of ARF sign should be reduced by one SAFR = SAFR - 1, and 

proceed to step 4. 

If after the MCAR execution the sign of equality will not equal to zero SE=0, it is 

necessary to proceed to step 4. 
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Having increased the pointer to the ordinal VS component, the next component is 

selected VS – j = j + 1; However, it is necessary to check whether such VS 

component exists so that such condition is to check: 

If j > n, it is necessary to proceed to step 5. 

If j ≤ n, it is necessary to proceed to step 3. 

Step 5. This step checks whether the mask component of an accident rate with the 

ordinal number n is ARF. It is done by checking the counter of МСS sign which 

equals to zero or not. 

If SAFR = 0, it means that MCS with the ordinal number n is the AFR system. The 

mask component with the ordinal number n should be written in an array of accident 

rate functions AARF, and increase the counter MCS by a unit ARFC = ARFC + 1; 

then proceed to step 6. 

If SAFR > 0, it is necessary to proceed to step 6. 

Step 6. n = n - 1; 

If n > 0, it is necessary to go to step 2. 

If n=0, it means that all MCS are checked and all procedures to find ARF were 

completed and all states of a graph which form the specific ARF were found. The 

procedure to find ARF is completed. 

The procedure of comparing the system states 

The input data: 

CNCVS – is assigned to the value of the number of VS components; 

ZCn -  is assigned to the number of zeros of VS components in a state with the 

ordinal number n. 

VSn [i] – the value of i of VS component that corresponds to the mask component of 

an accident rate with the ordinal number n. 

VSj [i] – the value of i component of the vector state that corresponds to the mask 

component of an accident rate with the ordinal number j. 

i = l; 

The input data is also the obtained data from the procedure of finding ARF 

especially n and j. 

Step 1. At this stage the relevant VS components are compared to the mask 

components of an accident rate. 

If ВСn[i] component equals to zero (ВСn[i] = 0) and ВСj[i] component also equals 

to zero (ВСj[i] = 0), it means that ZCn = ZCn -1; і = і + 1; then it is necessary to 

proceed to step 2. 

If any of the above mentioned conditions is not fulfilled, it means that і = і + 1; the 

it is necessary to proceed to step 2. 

Step 2. At this stage the current number of VS component is checked whether it 

exceeds the total number of VS components of an accident rate in the mask. 

If і ≤ VSC, then go back to step 1.  

If і > VSC, then proceed to step 3. 
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Step 3. At this stage the certain value is attributed to the SE comparison sign. 

If ZCn =0, so 1 is assigned to SE. 

IF ZCn > 0 , so 0 is assigned to SE. 

At this stage the comparison procedure of the mask components of an accident rate 

is completed. 

As a result of such procedure, there is the return value of the equality sign SE to 

the procedure which triggered it. 

4.2 Stage II: Algorithm for forming expressions for the accident rate 

functions 

At the stage II, it is necessary to create the matrix which consists of four columns –  

in the first column the ordinal ARF number is written – N, in the second one – VS 

component and its value is written, in the third one – the numbers of states are written 

that form the specific ARF. 

The input data: 

ARF array obtained at the Stage 1. 

An array of all system states (functioning and non-functioning). 

ZC – the counter of ARF amount that is recorded in the AARF array. 

CNCVS – constant total number of the number of system states. 

Step 1. j is assigned a unit to the pointer of the ordinal ARF number. It means that 

the first ARF is selected from the array of accident rate functions – j=1. 

Step 2. n is assigned a unit to the pointer of the ordinal number of a matrix 

component of an accident rate MCAR. It means that the first MCS is selected from 

the array of all system states – n=1. 

Step 3. Then it is necessary to use the comparison procedure of matrix components 

of an accident rate MCAR where n and j are the initial data. 

If after the MCAR procedure, the equality sign will equal to one SE = 1, then in 

the third column in AARF the state number –n should be written and proceed to step 

4.  

If after the MCAR procedure, the equality sign will equal to zero SE = 0, then 

proceed to step 4. 

Step 4. The pointer to the ordinal number VSC – n is increased by one – n = n + 1; 

It is also necessary to check whether the given pointer has exceeded an array of 

system states. The check is carried out according to the following condition: 

If Якщо n < CNCVS, then the given pointer has not exceeded the array of system 

states, that is why it is necessary to proceed to step 3. 

If n ≥ CNCVS, then it is necessary to proceed to step 5. 

Step 5. The pointer to the ordinal number of matrix component of an accident rate 

– j is increased by one j = j  + 1; It is also necessary to check whether the given 

counter has exceeded the ARF array. The check is carried out according to the 
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following condition: 

If j ≤ ZC, then the given pointer has not exceeded the array of system states, that is 

why it is necessary to proceed to step 2. 

If j > ZC, then the procedure of finding states which posesss the relevant ARF is 

completed. 

As a result of such procedure, the third AARF column is filled in. 

The procedure to obtain the ARF expression is to sum the probability values of 

staying in relevant states, whose numbers were found in the previous procedure, 

meaning in states which are written in the third column of the relevant ARF in the 

matrix of ARF array. As a result, the fourth column is filled with the probability val-

ues of relevant ARF. Therefore, the expression of an accident rate function equals to 

the sum of probabilities in those states that correspond to the accident rate mask. 

                        (2) 

where – probabilities of MCS stay in a group of non-functioning states m … q, 

whose value of VS components equals to zero in accordance with i accident rate 

mask. The group of non-functioning states in the simplest case can include all the 

non-functioning states. There can be several groups of such states for MCS.  

For example, if the accident rate mask: 

(Vg=0)(Vh=0)(Vk=0) 

corresponds to such states 20, 21 … 27 and 32 … 35, then the ARF expression will 

have such a look (3): 

         (3) 

5 The methodology validation of determining accident rate 

functions 

The methodology validation of determining accident rate functions is carried out by 

comparing the results obtained from the universal MCS model in a form of a graph of 

states and transitions using binary structural automata model (SAM) and the results 

obtained from the fault tree constructed using the software Reliasoft BlockSim [21] 

for test MCS. 

Test MCS without restoration consists of two different modules connected consec-

utively. Both modules have hot reserve. The first module, which is less reliable, has 

two reserve modules, while the second one has 1 module. In case of the main module 

failure, the backup one connects instead of the main one. Means of control and com-

mutation are considered to be absolutely reliable and fast. Therefore, in the most reli-

able model the probability of successful control and the probability of successful re-

( ) ( ) ...
q

Ai j

j m

Q t P t


 

( )jP t

27 35

20 32

( ) ( ) ( )A i i

i i

Q t P t P t
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serve module connection equal to one, and duration of these procedures equals to 

zero. Reserve modules can malfunction regardless of their main ones.  

At the first validation stage, the binary structural automata model (SAM) is construct-

ed. A separate component of vector states corresponds to each module. The initial 

value of each component of vector states equals to 1, since all modules are function-

ing at the initial moment of time. 

The constructed binary structural automata model (SAM) is appointed for ASNA 

software tool which constructs a graph of states and transitions on its basis. As a re-

sult, the graph of states and transitions is obtained which contains 32 states and 111 

transitions. The list of states with the value description of each component of vector 

states is illustarted in Fig. 1.  

According to the methodology, the determination of the array of non-functioning 

states was carried out. The states 1 – 7, 9 – 15, 17 – 23 are functioning. The states 8, 

16, 24-32 are non-functioning. Accident rate functions will be formed out of these 

states.  

In order to form accident rate functions in accordance with the developed method-

ology, it is necessary to form accident rate masks by minimizing the condition of the 

catastrophic MCS failure: 

((V1=0) AND (V2=0) AND (V3=0)) OR ((V4=0) AND (V5=0)) 

Since the relatively simple fault-tolerant system is chosen in this example, it means 

that the condition of catastrophic MCS failure does not require minimization and was 

immediately written as the disjunction of the conjunctions. As a result, there are two 

operandas with the disjunction sign and therefore, there are two accident rate func-

tions. 

The first accident rate function has the mask - ((V1=0) AND (V2=0) AND 

(V3=0)), and the second one - ((V4=0) AND (V5=0)).  

So, the first accident rate function will be the sum of probabilities in states where 

V1, V2 and V3 components equal to zero (4). These states are 8, 16, 24 and 32 (look 

at Fig.1): 

       (4) 

The second accident rate function will be the sum of probabilities in states where 

V4 and V5 components equal to zero (5). These states are 24-32 (look at Fig.1): 

2 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Q t P t P t P t P t P t P t P t P t         (5) 

The Kolmogorov–Chapman system of differential equation was compiled using 

ASNA software and based on the obtained graph of states and transitions, it was 

solved and the probabilities division in each state was obtained. The obtained division 

was exported to Excel spreadsheets and accident rate functions ,  were 

constructed which are illustrated on Fig.2. 

There is also constructed the dependence of probability of accident rate occurrence 

on time as the sum of probabilities in all non-functioning states (6): 

1 8 16 24 32( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Q t P t P t P t P t   

1( )Q t 2 ( )Q t
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Fig. 1. The list of states with the value description of each component of vector states 

32

2 8 16

25

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i

i

Q t P t P t P t


                   (6) 

and as the sum of accident rate functions (7) : 

    (7) 

As it can be seen from Fig.2 the dependencies of both options to calculate the prob-

ability of accident rate occurrence coincided. 

 

Fig. 2. The accident rate function 1 2( ), ( )Q t Q t
 and the probability of accident rate occurrence 

( )Q t  – {curve 1 2( ) ( )Q t Q t
 covered curve ( )Q t } 

The structural reliability schema was constructed using the graphical editor of 

ReliaSoft BlockSim program and is illustrated on Fig.3. 

1 2( ) ( )Q t Q t

1 2 1 2( ) ( ) ( ) 1 (1 ( )) (1 ( ))Q t Q t Q t Q t Q t      
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Fig. 3. The reliability block diagram obtained in ReliaSoft BlockSim 

The next validation stage included the transformation of the structural reliability 

schema by means of ReliaSoft BlockSim to the fault-tolerant tree which is illustrated 

on Fig. 4. MCS were found for the fault-tolerant tree by means of ReliaSoft 

BlockSim, the probabilities of their occurrence were calculated at the same moments 

of time as well as accident rate functions and the comparison of results was made. As 

it can be seen from the Fig. 5 the value of the accident rate function 1( )Q t
and the 

value of probabilities of MCS1fta occurrence completely coincided. Similarly, the 

value of the accident rate function 2 ( )Q t
and the value of probabilities of MCS2 FTA 

occurrence coincided.  

 

Fig. 4. The fault-tolerant tree 
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Fig. 5. The value of the accident rate function 1( )Q t
 та 2 ( )Q t

 and the value of the probabilities 

of MCS1fta and MCS2fta occurence 

As a result, it can be concluded that the developed methods and methodology offer 

reliable results and it is possible to obtain the safety pointer using the graph of states 

and transitions. 

6 Conclusions 

1. The task of further research will be the development of behavior algorithms of 

universal reconnaissance complex for medium and unfavorable conditions and the 

study of their efficiency with considering the incorrect recognition of objects. The 

term ‘an accident rate function’ was introduced. It allowed to quantify the impact of 

reliability on safety and vice versa. It is seen that from a reliable model of the system 

in the form of a graph of states and transitions, it is possible to determine the accident 

rate function. 

2. The confirmation of the accident rate function was provided by comparing two 

values – the value obtained from the accident rate function, at a determined interval of 

time with the values obtained from the occurrence probability of the minimum cut set. 

The minimum cut set was obtained from the fault tree for a similar time interval. 

3. The proposed binary structural automata model with ASNA software allows to 

automate the design of fault-tolerant systems in the form of graphs of states and 

transitions, which is intended to determine the accident rate function. 

4.  The usage of ASNA software for the accident rate function and a new method 

to form accident rate functions from the subspace of the non-functioning states auto-

mates this process. Also, it allows a multivariate analysis without excessive time ex-

penditures for the functional safety of the systems with responsible purpose. 
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